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My Fair Succubi Succubus Diaries 3 Jill Myles
THE FINAL VOLUME - ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE AND HARVEST Inexperienced succubus Saki tries her best to make her first harvest
a special occasion, but it goes so wrong that Renta's left with side effects downstairs Good thing Saki's big sister is a doctor. But
Yumeka takes no half measures-she wants to cure Renta of his virginity as well as his symptoms Is Renta a donor that Saki can
truly love? Which succubus sister will have her hunger sated at last? Find out in this story's sweet, sexy climax
He’s nobody’s bitch. Until he gets a ride on the bitch seat. Forced to apply for a job he doesn’t want, Cosmo Rawlins has only
one aim in mind: fail the interview and get back to making music. Except his attempt to shock the older, sharp-suited Alasdair
Grant doesn’t have the desired effect. Instead of getting thrown out of the office by flaunting an interest in BDSM, Cosmo finds
himself on his knees, apologizing to the sexy, good-looking Top. Alasdair has more important things on his mind than training a
novice sub, especially a rebellious bad boy like Cosmo. But there’s something beneath the younger man’s defiant attitude that’s
too intriguing to ignore. As Alasdair takes Cosmo in hand—and for a wild ride on his Harley—he becomes obsessed with bending the
young rocker to his will, both in and out of bed. Until he goes one demand too far, and Cosmo is gone in a cloud of dust. Forcing
Alasdair to admit that earning Cosmo’s loyalty—and love—will involve the toughest challenge he’s ever faced. Warning: This title
contains an overbearing Top with a less-than-glamorous job, a rebellious brat who refuses to call him sir, and a total lack of highend BDSM clubs or playrooms. Expect floggings over the kitchen table instead.
Presenting the forbidden works of Chaos, Vampiric and Luciferian Sorcery. A grimoire which explores the dark feminine current of
HECATE, Witch Moon explores ritual and dream Lycanthropy, Chaos Sorcery and Luciferian Ritual practice as well as the
darksome practice of Vampirism and Predatory Spirituality. The Nine Angles and the Trapezoid workings, inspired by Anton LaVey
and presented around the cult of Daeva-Yasna, the persian demon-sorcery of Yatuk Dinoih. Contains the Rituals of Dream, ritual
and astral vampirism as an initiatory tool, other Cabalistic workings presenting the Qlippoth. Contains the Grimoire based on
Ancient Egyptian Vampirism, LIBER AAPEP, Luciferian Magick practice, The Chaos Cult Workings of Choronzon as Vampire, The
Rites of Hecate, the Infernal and Luciferian Sabbat, and the foundations of Satanic practice in Magick.
This classic of esoterica, written by the field's foremost scholar, employs colorful, little-known anecdotes and historical accounts to
explore witchcraft, sorcery, necromancy, damnation, Satanism, and every variety of magic.
This carefully crafted ebook: “Jane Eyre + Wuthering Heights (2 Unabridged Classics)” is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. Charlotte Brontë's most beloved novel describes the passionate love between the
courageous orphan Jane Eyre and the brilliant, brooding, and domineering Rochester. The loneliness and cruelty of Jane's
childhood strengthens her natural independence and spirit, which prove invaluable when she takes a position as a governess at
Thornfield Hall. But after she falls in love with her sardonic employer, her discovery of his terrible secret forces her to make a heartwrenching choice. Ever since its publication in 1847, Jane Eyre has enthralled every kind of reader, from the most critical and
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cultivated to the youngest and most unabashedly romantic. It lives as one of the great triumphs of storytelling and as a moving and
unforgettable portrayal of a woman's quest for self-respect. Born into a poor family and raised by an oppressive aunt, young Jane
Eyre becomes the governess at Thornfield Manor to escape the confines of her life. There her fiery independence clashes with the
brooding and mysterious nature of her employer, Mr. Rochester. But what begins as outright loathing slowly evolves into a
passionate romance. When a terrible secret from Rochester's past threatens to tear the two apart, Jane must make an impossible
choice: Should she follow her heart or walk away and lose her love forever? Considered by many to be Charlotte Brontë’s
masterpiece, Jane Eyre chronicles the passionate love between the independent and strong-willed orphan Jane Eyre and the
dark, impassioned Mr. Rochester. Having endured a lonely and cruel childhood, orphan Jane Eyre, who is reared in the home of
her heartless aunt prior to attending a boarding school with an equally torturous regime, is strengthened by these experiences.
The natural independence and unbroken spirit she emerges with allows her to thrive as a governess at Thornfield Hall. It is only
after she falls in love with her employer and discovers his explosive secret that she is forced to return to the poverty and isolation
of her past. Wuthering Heights is the only published novel by Emily Brontë, written between October 1845 and June 1846 and
published in July of the following year. It was not printed until December 1847 under the pseudonym Ellis Bell, after the success of
her sister Charlotte Brontë's novel Jane Eyre. A posthumous second edition was edited by Charlotte in 1850. It is one of the
world's greatest tales of unrequited love, captivating readers with its intense passion and drama. A classic novel of consuming
passions, played out against the lonely moors of northern England, recounts the turbulent and tempestuous love story. The title of
the novel comes from the Yorkshire manor on the moors of the story. The narrative centres on the all-encompassing, passionate,
but ultimately doomed love between Catherine Earnshaw and Heathcliff, and how this unresolved passion eventually destroys
them and the people around them.
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES Trapped in a world ruled by the Elves, separated from Geralt and her destiny, Ciri will need
all her training as a fighter and sorceress to return to her own time in the fifth novel of the New York Times bestselling series that
inspired the hit Netflix show and the blockbuster video games. After walking through the portal in the Tower of Swallows while
narrowly escaping death, Ciri finds herself in a completely different world. . . an Elven world. She is trapped with no way out. Time
does not seem to exist and there are no obvious borders or portals to cross back into her home world. But this is Ciri, the child of
prophecy, and she will not be defeated. She knows she must escape to finally rejoin the Witcher and his companions—and also to
try to conquer her worst nightmare. Leo Bonhart, the man who chased, wounded and tortured Ciri, is still on her trail. And the world
is still at war. Look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, available now! Witcher collections
The Last Wish Sword of Destiny Witcher novels Blood of Elves The Time of Contempt Baptism of Fire The Tower of Swallows
Lady of the Lake ?Season of Storms Hussite Trilogy The Tower of Fools The Malady and Other Stories: An Andrzej Sapkowski
Sampler (e-only) Translated from original Polish by David French
“Dictionary, n: A malevolent literary device for cramping the growth of a language and making it hard and inelastic. This dictionary,
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however, is a most useful work.” Bierce’s groundbreaking Devil’s Dictionary had a complex publication history. Started in the
mid-1800s as an irregular column in Californian newspapers under various titles, he gradually refined the new-at-the-time idea of
an irreverent set of glossary-like definitions. The final name, as we see it titled in this work, did not appear until an 1881 column
published in the periodical The San Francisco Illustrated Wasp. There were no publications of the complete glossary in the 1800s.
Not until 1906 did a portion of Bierce’s collection get published by Doubleday, under the name The Cynic’s Word Book—the
publisher not wanting to use the word “Devil” in the title, to the great disappointment of the author. The 1906 word book only went
from A to L, however, and the remainder was never released under the compromised title. In 1911 the Devil’s Dictionary as we
know it was published in complete form as part of Bierce’s collected works (volume 7 of 12), including the remainder of the
definitions from M to Z. It has been republished a number of times, including more recent efforts where older definitions from his
columns that never made it into the original book were included. Due to the complex nature of copyright, some of those found
definitions have unclear public domain status and were not included. This edition of the book includes, however, a set of definitions
attributed to his one-and-only “Demon’s Dictionary” column, including Bierce’s classic definition of A: “the first letter in every
properly constructed alphabet.” Bierce enjoyed “quoting” his pseudonyms in his work. Most of the poetry, dramatic scenes and
stories in this book attributed to others were self-authored and do not exist outside of this work. This includes the prolific Father
Gassalasca Jape, whom he thanks in the preface—“jape” of course having the definition: “a practical joke.” This book is a product
of its time and must be approached as such. Many of the definitions hold up well today, but some might be considered less
palatable by modern readers. Regardless, the book’s humorous style is a valuable snapshot of American culture from past
centuries. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
Being a succubus sounds pretty glamorous. Shape-shifting, killer wardrobe, what's not to like? But Georgina Kincaid's life gets
complicated when an unknown entity "helpfully" begins killing her immortal adversaries.
My Fair SuccubiSimon and Schuster
The New York Times bestselling author of the Otherworld novels “launches [this] paranormal romance series with a murder
mystery that crackles and sizzles” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Succubus Lily O’Connell is the owner of Lily Bound, an
elite sex salon in the Blood Night District of Seattle. Lily specializes in satisfying her client’s darkest cravings, but when a client is
murdered in her house, she knows something evil afoot. Then comes the news that the Souljacker—a tattoo-artist-turnedvampire—has escaped from an institution for criminally deranged Supernaturals. And he’s hunting and killing everyone he has ever
inked. With one of the Souljacker’s tattoos on her thigh and nowhere else to turn, Lily hires Archer Desmond, a chaos demon and
private detective, to help her track down the vampire before he finds her. But Lily didn’t plan to fall for Archer. And as the old tales
say—a succubus who falls in love will destroy the heart of the one she seeks to claim. “Yasmine Galenorn is a powerhouse author;
a master of the craft who is taking the industry by storm, and for good reason!” —Maggie Shayne, New York Times bestselling
author
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Horace G. Danner’s A Thesaurus of English Word Roots is a compendium of the most-used word roots of the English language.
As Timothy B. Noone notes in his foreword: “Dr. Danner’s book allows you not only to build up your passive English vocabulary,
resulting in word recognition knowledge, but also gives you the rudiments for developing your active English vocabulary, making it
possible to infer the meaning of words with which you are not yet acquainted. Your knowledge can now expand and will do so
exponentially as your awareness of the roots in English words and your corresponding ability to decode unfamiliar words grows
apace. This is the beginning of a fine mental linguistic library: so enjoy!” In A Thesaurus of English Word Roots, all word roots are
listed alphabetically, along with the Greek or Latin words from which they derive, together with the roots’ original meanings. If the
current meaning of an individual root differs from the original meaning, that is listed in a separate column. In the examples column,
the words which contain the root are then listed, starting with their prefixes, for example, dysacousia, hyperacousia. These rootstarting terms then are followed by terms where the root falls behind the word, e.g., acouesthesia and acoumeter. These words
are followed by words where the root falls in the middle or the end, as in such terms as bradyacusia and odynacusis.. In this
manner, A Thesaurus of English Word Roots places the word in as many word families as there are elements in the word. This
work will interest linguists and philologists and anyone interested in the etymological aspects of English language.
Poet, essayist and performer Eileen Myles' chronicle transmits an energy and vividness that will not soon leave its readers. Her
story of a young female writer, discovering both her sexuality and her own creative drive in the meditative and raucous
environment that was New York City in its punk and indie heyday, is engrossing, poignant, and funny.
"Encyclopedically learned, up-to-date, authoritative, and altogether the best introduction to the subject that exists in any
language."--Thomas Laqueur, author of Making Sex
Four erotic stories of love across time... Mirrorlight - When Cora Grames is abandoned in England at a haunted castle, she feels
very sorry for herself...until she sees the sexy man in the mirror that only appears to her. And when she finds out that she can
touch him, he suddenly becomes more than a fantasy. But how can she fight for a man that doesn't exist in her time? Shimmerlight
- Chloe Sorenson's just started a brand new job at Ms. Muffet's art gallery. However, no one told her that the latest auction piece a sculpture of a handsome Roman soldier - comes to life. Think it's hard to explain to your boss why you're fondling a statue? Try
explaining to the statue why you're holding his, uh, fig leaf. Darklight - When Rose Hawthorne accepts the task that her fairy
godmother sets upon her, it seems straightforward enough: steal a flower from the underworld. Now, she's been kidnapped by an
all-too seductive dark god who wants to teach her all the exquisite ways of passion...and Rose wants more than anything to be his
willing pupil. Sunlight - There's a few problems with the new 'Rapunzel' on the block. For one, her hair is enchanted to grow at the
slightest hint of sunlight. And her handsome prince? Not so handsome. But he's accompanied by a big, burly Scotsman who
makes a girl's heart flutter wildly. With Callum's help, Rapunzel just might lick this curse thing. Once she stops licking Callum's
muscles, of course... This anthology features the four novellas in the Time Travel series in one lower-priced package! Previously
published individually as Mirrorlight, Shimmerlight, Darklight, and Sunlight.
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Who Knew An Angel Could Get A Girl In So Much Devilish Trouble? Jackie Brighton woke up in a Dumpster this morning, and her day has
only gotten weirder. Her familiar B-cups have somehow become double Ds, her sex drive is insatiable, and apparently she had her fi rst onenight stand ever...with a fallen angel. All she remembers is gorgeous Noah's oddly hypnotic blue eyes...and then a dark stranger whose bite
transformed her into an immortal siren with a sexy Itch. With help from Noah, Jackie begins to adapt to her new lifestyle -- until she
accidentally sends Noah into the deadly clutches of the vampire queen and lands herself in a fi erce battle for an ancient halo with the
queen's wickedly hot righthand man. Who just happens to be the vampire who originally bit her. How's a girl supposed to save the world
when the enemy's so hard to resist?
Jackie Brighton’s life as a succubus is going great: she’s gone from mousy to bombshell, and although she has to have sex every forty-eight
hours or die, she has two hot guys—the vampire Zane and the angel Noah—to scratch her Itch. But then her Itch accelerates to every twentyfour hours, and she’s suddenly waking people’s unconscious just by touching them. Something’s out of control so she and Remy, her
mentor, go on an adventure-filled road trip to New Orleans to consult with the oldest succubus in the United States. Jackie learns she’s been
cursed by a vampire queen—and reversing the curse demands a price she’s not willing to pay.
The second volume of the ultimate guide to monster girls which has taken the fandom by storm! The definitive source guide for the entire
monster girl genre! Told from the perspective of a wandering scholar of monsters, this tantalizing tome includes 100 gorgeous full-color
illustrations of seductively-dangerous monster girls. Replete with fascinating lore, elaborate bios, and intricate descriptions, this book has
everything you ever wanted to know about monster girls, and more. From centaurs to succubi, from mermaids to slimes--if it’s a monster girl
you seek, you will find her within these pages!
The Civil War, the Restoration, and the Glorious Revolution in England laid the institutional and intellectual foundations of the modern
understanding of liberty, of which we are heirs and beneficiaries. The Crisis of the Seventeenth Century uncovers new pathways to
understanding this seminal time. Neither Catholic nor Protestant emerges unscathed from the examination to which Trevor-Roper subjects
the era in which, from political and religious causes, the identification and extirpation of witches was a central event. Trevor-Roper points out
that "In England the most active phase of witch-hunting coincided with times of Puritan pressure -- the reign of Queen Elizabeth and the
period of the civil wars -- and some very fanciful theories have been built on this coincidence. But... the persecution of witches in England was
trivial compared with the experience of the Continent and of Scotland. Therefore... [one must examine] the craze as a whole, throughout
Europe, and [seek] to relate its rise, frequency, and decline to the general intellectual and social movements of the time...".
IT SUCKS TO BE HER. Living as a succubus has a bit of a learning curve, but with sexy fallen angel Noah to scratch her sensual Itch, Jackie
Brighton is finally starting to feel ahead of the game. She almost doesn’t miss her gorgeous vampire master Zane—or his sinful, teasing
mouth. She’s trying to convince herself of that, anyway. But Jackie’s past mistakes catch up with her, spinning her life out of control once
more. Just as her friend Remy’s inner demon comes out to play, Noah and Jackie are arrested by the angelic Serim Council. When Jackie
seizes the chance to escape, she falls right into Zane’s waiting arms. As she’s pulled into a game of cat and mouse between vampires and
angels, she finds she must also choose between the two men in her life. Can she decide between Noah and Zane, or will she lose everything
she’s ever wanted? Because there’s more at stake than just her heart. . . .
In this exciting conclusion to the Crimson City series, Cydney Brighton, a rogue walking a thin line between heaven and hell, arrives in the
City to discover her true nature with the help of a friend--part-man, part-machine--who will do anything to make himself whole. Original.
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Starting from the assumption of a far greater cultural gulf between the learned and the lay in the medieval world than between rich and poor,
Elf Queens explores the church's systematic campaign to demonize fairies and infernalize fairyland and the responses this provoked in
vernacular romance.
Twenty-three years ago, Sam and Dean Winchester lost their mother to a demonic supernatural force. Following the tragedy, their father,
John, set out to teach his boys everything about the paranormal evil that lives in the dark corners and on the back roads of America . . . and
how to kill it. Fans of the blockbuster television phenomenon can rejoice! A one-of-a-kind compilation of all of Sam and Dean's demon-busting
knowledge, The Supernatural Book of Monsters, Spirits, Demons, and Ghouls contains illustrations and detailed descriptions that catalogue
the more than two dozen otherworldly enemies that most people believe exist only in folklore, superstition, and nightmares:vampires, ghosts,
revenants, reapers, and even bloody clowns. You'll find within these pages Sam and Dean's notes, observations, and memories interwoven
with sections of John Winchester's invaluable journal, making this book the perfect companion to every thrilling episode—and an essential
weapon in the secret war against the hidden creatures of the darkness!
Sam and Dean Winchester know all the secrets their father recorded in his journal. Now you can, too. On November 2, 1983, Sam and Dean
Winchester lost their mother to a demonic supernatural force. In the wake of the tragedy, their father, John, set out to learn everything he
could about the paranormal evil that lives in the dark corners and on the back roads of America . . . and how to kill it. In his personal journal,
he not only compiled folklore, legend, and superstition about all manner of otherworldly enemies but he also recorded his
experiences—hunting the creature that killed his wife even as he raised his two sons. Part prequel, part resource guide, John Winchester's
Journal finally gives fans the ultimate companion book for Supernatural. It's all here: the exorcism Sam and Dean used in "Phantom
Traveler," John's notes on everything from shape-shifters to Samuel Colt, Dean's first hunt, Sam's peewee soccer team . . . and John's singleminded pursuit of a growing and deadly evil.
A prescient warning of a future we now inhabit, where fake news stories and Internet conspiracy theories play to a disaffected American
populace “A glorious book . . . A spirited defense of science . . . From the first page to the last, this book is a manifesto for clear
thought.”—Los Angeles Times How can we make intelligent decisions about our increasingly technology-driven lives if we don’t understand
the difference between the myths of pseudoscience and the testable hypotheses of science? Pulitzer Prize-winning author and distinguished
astronomer Carl Sagan argues that scientific thinking is critical not only to the pursuit of truth but to the very well-being of our democratic
institutions. Casting a wide net through history and culture, Sagan examines and authoritatively debunks such celebrated fallacies of the past
as witchcraft, faith healing, demons, and UFOs. And yet, disturbingly, in today's so-called information age, pseudoscience is burgeoning with
stories of alien abduction, channeling past lives, and communal hallucinations commanding growing attention and respect. As Sagan
demonstrates with lucid eloquence, the siren song of unreason is not just a cultural wrong turn but a dangerous plunge into darkness that
threatens our most basic freedoms. Praise for The Demon-Haunted World “Powerful . . . A stirring defense of informed rationality. . . Rich in
surprising information and beautiful writing.”—The Washington Post Book World “Compelling.”—USA Today “A clear vision of what good
science means and why it makes a difference. . . . A testimonial to the power of science and a warning of the dangers of unrestrained
credulity.”—The Sciences “Passionate.”—San Francisco Examiner-Chronicle
From the earliest days of oral history to the present, the vampire myth persists among mankind’s deeply-rooted fears. This encyclopedia,
with entries ranging from “Abchanchu” to “Zmeus,” includes nearly 600 different species of historical and mythological vampires, fully
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described and detailed.
A new edition of an occult classic, which includes a new introduction by Mary K. Greer, author of Women of the Golden Dawn, and a new
afterword with excerpts from rarely seen documents by Fortune herself describing how the book came about. After finding herself the subject
of a powerful psychic attack in the 1930s, famed British occultist Dion Fortune wrote this detailed instruction manual on protecting oneself
from paranormal attack. This classic psychic self-defense guide explains how to understand the signs of a psychic attack, vampirism,
hauntings, and methods of defense. Everything you need to know about the methods, motives, and physical aspects of a psychic attack and
how to overcome it is here, along with a look at the role psychic elements play in mental illness and how to recognize them. This is one of the
best guides to detection and defense against psychic attack from one of the leading occult writers of the twentieth century.
Tasked by the Archangel Gabriel, Jackie Brighton must find two more lost archangel halos before she's free of her deal. But she's not the
only one hunting for the immense power the halos bring, and everyone around her has motives - succubi, serim, and vampire. It's a race to
the finish line, and only one person is going to come out on top. But will Jackie stand tall when even her allies are set to betray her? Noah
Gideon is back, and he's never liked taking 'no' for an answer. The mysterious assassin Sophie is helping out, but Sophie has her own
agenda. So does Jackie's newest rival, the ancient hetaera Phryne, who wants to use the halos to give a new world to succubi everywhere one that doesn't involve their masters. Every immortal wants those halos, but Jackie's not sure they're worth her life, or Zane's freedom. But
she might not have a choice...
Virgil, Aeneid 8 provides the first full-scale commentary on one of the most important and popular books of the great epic of imperial Rome.
The commentary is accompanied by a new critical text and a prose translation.
Book 1 of the Telepathic Clans Saga. The transition between teenager to university to graduation is difficult and confusing for everyone. As
an orphan and a prodigy who entered college at sixteen, harboring secrets she dares not reveal, Brenna Morgan's journey is more
complicated than most. Then one evening she stumbles across a young man who promises to answer all her questions if she'll trust him. The
history of the Clans, called the Sidhe by the Irish, stretches back to antiquity. The Goddess blesses Her people with 25 Telepathic Gifts. In
addition to Telepathy, the Gifts include command over Air and Fire, Telekinesis and Teleportation. In over 2,500 years, She has never
bestowed more than 15 Gifts on a single person. Brenna's life isn't the same after she discovers her unusual and mysterious heritage. In
addition to being a telepath, Brenna learns she has the Succubus Gift. That's just the beginning of her problems. Someone is stalking her.
Then there's the tall, dangerous woman who shadows her and hints a Goddess has linked them. And what is she going to do with a
handsome, charismatic, womanizing man she knows she should avoid? Some days a girl just wants to pull the covers over her head and stay
in bed -- with a willing young man of course. Urban Fantasy with a dash of romance. The Succubus Gift is a completely different take on the
succubus myth. Beautiful women and hot men in a world with a hidden telepathic subculture.
Two plus one equals scorching hot fun. Dumped by his boyfriend and reduced to living in a grotty bedsit, Josh Carpenter has gotten used to
expecting the worst. Now he lives only for his job as a glassblower…and occasional glimpses of his sexy downstairs neighbors, Rai Nakamura
and Evan Truman. Every time he overhears the diminutive academic and the hunky plumber having loud and obviously kinky sex, Josh is
overwhelmed with lust…and a longing for a fraction of what they have. To his amazement, Rai and Evan find his embarrassing tendency to
blush utterly charming, and the three men grow closer over the course of the long, hot summer. Despite Rai’s charming flirtation and Evan’s
smoldering gaze, Josh is determined never to break his new friends’ loving bonds. On the night a naked Josh falls—quite literally—into the
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middle of one of Rai and Evan’s marathon sex sessions, the force of their mutual attraction takes control. But just as Josh dares to hope, he
senses a change. Leaving him to wonder if the winds of love are about to blow his way at last…or if history is about to repeat itself. Warning:
Contains one well-endowed stud with a sexy accent, one improbably toppy bottom boy with an unfortunate owl obsession, and one blushing
naïf who can’t believe his luck. Also, the occasional indulgence in mathematical spanking and some shameless armpit sex.
What do medieval Icelanders mean when they say ¿troll¿? What did they see when they saw a troll? What did the troll signify to them? And
why did they see them?The principal subject of this book is the Norse idea of the troll, which the author uses to engage with the larger topic of
paranormal experiences in the medieval North. The texts under study are from 13th-, 14th-, and 15th-century Iceland. The focus of the book
is on the ways in which paranormal experiences are related and defined in these texts and how those definitions have framed and continue to
frame scholarly interpretations of the paranormal.The book is partitioned into numerous brief chapters, each with its own theme. In each case
the author is not least concerned with how the paranormal functions within medieval society and in the minds of the individuals who
encounter and experience it and go on to narrate these experiences through intermediaries. The author connects the paranormal encounter
closely with fears and these fears are intertwined with various aspects of the human experience including gender, family ties, and death.The
Troll Inside You hovers over the boundaries of scholarship and literature. Its aim is to prick and provoke but above all to challenge its
audience to reconsider some of their preconceived ideas about the medieval past.
Game loving shut-in Kazuma Sato's life as a young schoolboy in Japan abruptly comes to an early end...or at least it was supposed to. When
he opens his eyes, though, he sees a beautiful goddess that offers him a once in an after-lifetime chance to be reborn in a parallel world. The
catch is that the world is violent and threatened by a growing evil! Fortunately, he can choose any one thing to bring with him. So he chooses
the goddess, Aqua! And so his adventure with his gorgeous companion begins--if he could just get enough money and food to survive, keep
his goddess out of trouble, and avoid grabbing the attention of the Demon King's army!
Anika had been born into a supernatural family. She had grown up knowing one day she’d be a fully matured succubus—a demon who
literally sucked the life from men—something she didn’t look forward to. And now the day had arrived and she had to accept her destiny. Not
only did she have to learn what was expected of her, but she also had to join her family as part of The Siren—a paranormal law enforcement
agency. Her future had always been clearly defined until suddenly she finds her life in disarray when she falls in love with a human, Zak. She
struggles to be with him, but her powers are deadly to even the one she loves.
Beastiary supplement to the Witcher TRPG, a licensed role-playing game based on the The Witcher video games.
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